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TOD won’t go FAR if transit in slow lane
DDA dreams
high but experts
advise caution

For New Policy To Work, Public Transport Must Be Seamless And Go Beyond Metro
tacharjee, advisor to Centre
for Science and Environment,
who has done a detailed study
on the implementation of
TOD in Delhi.
Experts caution against
mindless and unplanned implementation of the policy.
“Before planning a TOD project, there is a need to do ‘gap
analyses’ for services,” said K
T Ravindran, urban designer
and former chairperson of
Delhi Urban Arts Commission. He pointed out how poor
infrastructure planning had
hobbled Dwarka’s growth.
“For years, large parts of
Dwarka were unoccupied as
DDA failed to provide water.”
Officials say the policy
will cover 20% of Delhi’s area
along mass rapid transit system (MRTS) corridors, mainly Metro. DDA has planned
TOD projects on vacant land
but, experts say, private participation is required to implement the policy in congested urbanized areas like Karol
Bagh and Patel Nagar.
Urban planners are skeptical of DDA’s TOD plans in
east Delhi as its business centre project there had failed.
The agency is planning to
build towers with 60-100 floors
at Karkardooma and near
Sanjay Lake. Sudhir Vohra,
architect and urban planner,
says the policy is a dishonest
attempt to push DDA’s plan to
build high-rise buildings in
east Delhi. “The area is saturated. Such projects are not
feasible due to fragile soil
structure,” said Vohra, adding, “the plan for east Delhi is
flawed and has been designed
in reverse. They are planning
for basic services after decid-
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New Delhi: A day after the
Union urban development
ministry approved the policy
for transit-oriented development (TOD), urban planners
said the real challenge lies in
its implementation, given the
complexities of urban areas.
They stressed that TODs
should be planned only after
detailed impact assessment
but the state government
should take immediate steps
to strengthen public transport and improve last-mile
connectivity.

The key point of the
TOD policy is the sharp
increase in floor-area
ratio. An FAR of 400 will
allow vertical growth to
fulfill the growing
housing requirement
The key point of the TOD
policy, which aims at providing residential, commercial,
recreational and other facilities at walking distance along
mass transit system routes, is
the sharp increase in floor-area ratio (FAR). An FAR of 400
will allow vertical growth to
fulfill the growing housing requirement. “But high FAR
should not be misused for constructing housing for the
high-income group. If only
they benefit from the high
FAR, the purpose of TOD is
defeated. The main idea is to
promote the use of public
transport and provide walking space,” says Ashok Bhat-
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ing to build a high-rise.”
For the success of TOD in
Delhi, experts say, the government should take immediate
steps to improve the public
transport system. “Successful
transit-oriented development
starts with good transit—a
wide seamless multimodal
network of mass rapid transit, bus and feeder services.
Delhi Metro is not enough.

The city needs a 600km network of Metro-quality bus
rapid transit,” said Shreya
Gadepalli, regional director,
Institute for Transportation
and Development Policy. “A
stronger feeder service of minibuses, vans, and rickshaws
is the way forward. And without good walking and cycling
access, no public transport
system is successful. Lastly,

Realty sector upbeat but wary
Rumu.Banerjee@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: The real estate sector is upbeat, but treading cautiously. Industry
insiders say that that even as they are
trying to get out of the troughs of a slow
economy, the announcement of the transit-oriented development could be a
game changer.
Transit-oriented
development
(TOD), which will allow developers to
maximize on the available floor area ratio, is a concept for congested areas
where a transport corridor, be it Metro,
rail line or bus transit corridor, is going
through. “It could actually make real the
concept of housing for all,” says Rajeev
Talwar of DLF.
“It’s a great initiative as it maximizes
the use of a transit corridor. With TOD,
rationalizing of the floor space index becomes possible while creating a revenue
opportunity for the government,” added
Sanjay Dutt, executive managing director of Cushman & Wakefield, a property
consultancy.

Real estate developers say TOD
will create a price check. Some say
it will open up the supply of
housing and office stock, which
will moderate prices. TOD will
allow developers to maximize on
the available floor area ratio
Real estate developers say that, more
importantly, it will create a price check.
Talwar thinks the concept will open up
the supply of housing and office stock,
which will moderate prices in the capital. “Mixed use development means that
both developers and the consumer benefits. It’s a win-win for all,” he said.
Ravi Saund, chief operating officer
of JMS Buildtech, said, “The features
are excellent indeed. For instance, TOD
will allow complete use of FSI. That
means setbacks have been done away
with, which can also be good for the safety of women as the area around the
boundary is not always safe.”

However, realty experts have expressed certain worries. “TOD talks
about single window clearance, but the
ground reality is different. If the government can ensure it, then developers will
come flocking,” Saund said, adding that
success will depend on the locations selected by the government and its will to
see it through.
The same point was emphasized by
Dutt. “Detailed planning is required in
terms of intelligent traffic management
as well for a successful TOD. The return
on investment has to be good for all concerned. The government can look to attract FDI,” he added.
“Delhi has demonstrated its ability
to deliver on big infrastructure projects,
so there are high hopes from the TOD
concept,” Dutt said. Agreeing to this,
Talwar said, “Implementation is possible in Delhi, especially as the Metro has
spread over a large part of the city.” In
fact, Saund thinks that if implemented
properly, TOD could change the face of
real estate in Delhi-NCR.

PLANNING MAKES A DIFFERENCE
No TOD

ATLANTA

TOD

BARCELONA

Population 5.25 million

Population:

5.33 million
Urban area: 162 sq km

Transport carbon emissions: 7.5
million tonnes per annum

Transport carbon emissions: 0.7
million tonnes per annum

The population is spread out over
a vast area and commuting by car
causes enormous carbon emissions

The population is concentrated in an
area about 4% of the size of Atlanta,
so carbon emissions are 90% less

Urban area: 4,280 sq km

OTHER SUCCESS STORIES

AHMEDABAD UP NEXT
Population| 5.4 million
NOW
Urban area| 1,330 sq km
Transport carbon emissions| 0.33 million
tonnes per annum
Trafﬁc fatalities| 175 per year

SEOUL| All new development was
done along major bus and rail stations.
Mixed-use buildings (geared for both
housing and commercial use) were
created near stations
COPENHAGEN| It started TOD as far back as
1947 under a policy known as Finger Plan

2041 Population 13.2 million
Urban area
(in sq km)
Transport
carbon emissions
(million tonnes/year)

Trafﬁc fatalities
(per annum)

3,242
1.97
1,225

6,484

SINGAPORE| TOD started
in the 1970s and from the
outset the focus has been
on moving lots of people
without cars

12.32
5,232

Without TOD
With TOD

With TOD, Ahmedabad will have 4,007 fewer trafﬁc fatalities every
year. It will be able to house 140% more people with 140% more land
rather than 380% more, and its carbon emissions will also grow ﬁvefold rather than 36-fold without TOD.

HC notices on plea
to scrap DND toll
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

New Delhi: The Delhi high
court on Wednesday issued
notices to the city government
and New Okhla Industrial Development Authority (NOIDA) on a PIL questioning the
hike in toll at the DND flyover.
The PIL also demands an
end to collection of toll from
commuters. A bench of Chief
Justice G Rohini and Justice
Jayant Nath gave time till September 9 to the Delhi government and Noida authority on
a petition filed by a trust
which also seeks quashing of a
January 1997 support agreement inked by the govern-

ment with the Noida authority to facilitate construction of
a bridge.
NGO Sai Centre for Socio
Legal Action alleged that as
per the financial statements,
far more money than what
was spent has already been
collected but this fact has been
concealed by Noida Toll
Bridge Project Company Ltd
and the authority. The latter’s
silence shows “apparent collusion” it claimed.
“By such illegal acts,
NTBCL is making undeserved and illegal gain of
huge sums of money,” the petition filed through advocate
Rajdipa Behura said.

DENVER| It is implementing TOD under the FasTracks programme which
involves building 195km of
rail and 29km of BRT

WHY TOD PROJECTS FAIL
➤ Development close to mass transit routes
without pedestrian and cycling facilities
➤ Destinations lie beyond a 10-min walk
➤ Failure to curb use of cars

the city has to control parking
rather than create more of it,
and dissuade people from using private vehicles.”
For integration of TOD
projects with the rest of the
city and neighbouring areas,
there is a need to plan for uniform development. All areas
should have wide pavements,
cycle tracks and good lastmile connectivity. At the same

New Delhi: Delhi Development Authority (DDA) has
started the process for appointing consultants for two of its
ambitious transit-oriented development (TOD) projects in
east Delhi. Officials say work
on these will start next month.
While DDA is excited about
the projects, which will have
skyscrapers, urban planners
stress on the need to do a detailed feasibility study as
east Delhi has a fragile soil
structure.
The first of DDA’s TOD projects will come up over 30 hectares in Karkardooma with a
100-storey
residential-cumcommercial tower as its centrepiece. The other project will
have twin towers of 50-60 storeys each overlooking Sanjay
Lake, which will be revived.
A DDA official said consultants will he hired to design and
plan projects around the approved guidelines. The agency
has signed up National Buildings Construction Corporation (NBCC) as project management consultant for both its
projects. “We will appoint the
consultants by August-end for
both projects,” said the official.
DDA’s 10-hectare Lake View
Complex near Sanjay Lake has
been planned around the Trilokpuri Metro station, which is

time, there is a need for a central body to monitor the implementation of TOD projects.
“In Chennai, the government
has formed a body called
Chennai Unified Metropolitan Transport Authority. It
has members from all government agencies and ensures
uniform and systematic development of transport in the
city,” said Gadepalli.

under construction. NBCC officials say the project might
cost Rs 1,500-1,600 crore. Citing
TOD guidelines for the two projects, experts say DDA has fixed
three ‘equivalent car spaces’
(ECS) in commercial areas and
two ECSes per house in the residential area. This goes against
the TOD principle of discouraging private vehicle use.
Urban
planners
have
doubts about the feasibility of
these projects. “East Delhi
can’t take the load of these new
structures due to its fragile soil
structure. Also, many of DDA’s
previous development projects

TOD PROJECTS
like Laxmi Nagar District Centre and Sanjay Jheel failed miserably,” said Sudhir Vohra, architect and urban planner.
“It is important to do a feasibility study to assess whether
the infrastructure can take the
increased pressure or not. A
full-fledged urban design has to
be prepared before it is implemented,” said K T Ravindran,
urban designer and former
chairperson of Delhi Urban
Arts Commission.
DDA officials say a detailed
assessment study has been
done for both projects. In Dwarka, DDA plans to develop a
transit-oriented business hub
along the Metro corridor but
the project is at an early stage.
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Dense development can
cut car use, clean up air
Jayashree.Nandi
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: Transit-oriented
development (TOD) can improve Delhi’s air quality considerably by reducing the
number of vehicle-miles travelled, the way it has done in
several cities worldwide.
Barcelona in Spain is a
standout example of the benefits of TOD. In terms of population it is slightly bigger
than Atlanta, USA (see graphic). However, dense, transitoriented development has ensured that it occupies only 4%
as much area as Atlanta that
did not follow a TOD model. In
the American city, residents
drive long distances by car, resulting in 10 times higher carbon emissions.
Closer home in Ahmedabad, projections by Embarq—Centre for Sustainable
Transport show that carbon
emissions could increase 36fold by 2041 if TOD is not implemented.
Is Delhi a fit candidate for
TOD? Centre for Science and
Environment (CSE) thinks so.
Its analysis shows the city has
a very sparsely populated core—only a sixth as dense as the
administrative areas of New
York or Madrid. Even the heritage area around the Louvre in
Paris has twice the population
density of Delhi’s core. In fact,
some Metro stations like Race
Course Road and Jor Bagh on
the crowded Yellow line are
hardly used.
High-density development
will reduce travel distances, so
the air quality is bound to improve. Mumbai has fewer cars
than Delhi “because its core is
denser and perhaps people
have to use public transport to
commute,” says Anumita Roychowdhury, head of CSE’s
Clean Air campaign.
At a time when a debate is

CLEAN, EFFICIENT URBAN DESIGN
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Transport-oriented development (TOD) aims to minimize travel time
and maximize use of public transport through high-density mixed
land use in cities. A TOD area has residential, commercial,
recreational and other facilities at walking distance. In
Delhi, transit-oriented hubs will be developed within
500 metres on both sides of mass rapid transit
system (MRTS) corridors like Metro and BRT.

TOD PLANS FOR DELHI
➤ 20% of city’s overall
area to be under TOD zone

➤ Inﬂuence zone
to cover 500m on
both sides of MRTS
corridors

➤ 45% of land to be
reserved for affordable
housing for poor and middle classes

KEY
CONCERNS

➤ High ﬂoor-area ratio
Infrastructure
(FAR) of 400 with minito promote
mum plot size
non-motorized &
of 1 hectare
public
transport
➤ More green space

➤ High-density, vertical
and sustainable development with public transport
to minimize travel time

STRATEGY FOR SUCCESS
➤ Improve
public transport, ensure it
is available at
walking distance
➤ Increase feeder
services (bus, cycle
or e-rickshaw) to
MRTS corridors

➤ Plan more BRTs
despite failure of
Moolchand project

➤ Rehabilitate hawkers so that streets are
alive at all hours

➤ Appoint single
authority to oversee
development
work in city

➤ Increase
parking
charges

Build wide pavements and
cycling lanes across city

raging on phasing out old vehicles and controlling air pollution with new vehicular and
fuel technologies, Roychowdhury says, “TOD can complement technology-driven solutions”. CSE sees Delhi’s
transport emissions rising to
526% of the 1990 level if no interventions are made to control vehicle population. TOD
can help reduce vehicle use as
its basic principle is that “you
live close to the transit lines
and there is walking and cycling infrastructure to get
around in the area,” she adds.
“Our simulations for Ahmedabad have shown a lot of
improvement in air quality if

development is along BRT and
metro,” says Amit Bhatt, strategy head, urban transport,
Embarq India. He adds that
TOD is not about mindless
densification but diversity. “It
will have mixed land use as
well as mixed income groups
living in the area which makes
travelling efficient.”
TOD has also worked in
California which enacted Sustainable Communities and
Climate Protection Act in 2008
to address increasing vehicle
use. Between 1990 and 2008, per
capita vehicle use in California increased by 3.5%. The
state now has many priority
sites for TOD.

➤ Developers might
use higher FAR to build
more houses for highincome groups with eye
on proﬁts
➤ Integrating TOD hubs
with neighbouring areas will be a challenge
➤ Impact of higher
density on trafﬁc
outside TOD zone is not
known
➤ Implementation will
be difﬁcult in built-up
areas around MRTS
corridors

“The proposed smart cities
across India should ensure
that they promote TOD to
avoid future problems of congestion and air pollution,”
says Anup Bandivadekar, passenger vehicles programme
director at International
Council on Clean Transportation (ICCT). “Arlington County metro corridor near Washington DC is a great example of
a TOD, but there are other examples from emerging economies across Latin America. It
is important for the urban
leaders to understand that
TOD goes well beyond creating dense housing around
transit options.”

Delhi govt passes the buck on autos to cops
Rumu Banerjee &
Somreet Bhattacharya

TNN

New Delhi: After the Delhi
government’s decision earlier
this year to take away powers
to prosecute autorickshaws
from Delhi Traffic Police, the
transport department has
been receiving a string of complaints from harassed commuters on its helpline. “The complaints are mostly about
refusals, overcharging and
misbehaviour,” say officials.
The immunity given to them as
a reward for canvassing for
AAP has emboldened the notorious autorickshaw-wallahs
who have made the commuters’ life miserable.
The transport department
has now been forced to write to

Delhi Traffic Police, asking it
to prosecute the drivers.
“Though powers to impound
have been taken away from the
traffic police for vehicles other
than trucks and goods vehicles, they can still challan autorickshaws,” argue the officials even for refusals and
overcharging. However, when
the order was passed in April
this year, it was clear that the
cops could prosecute only for
violations like driving without
a valid permit, licence or fitness certificate or for drunk
driving.
“The transport department doesn’t have the required
personnel to prosecute all erring autorickshaw drivers.
Once in a while, a drive is carried out. But this doesn’t have

an effect on the drivers,” added
a source. For instance, last Saturday, 372 drivers were prosecuted, and in the past month,
only two such drives have been
carried out by the transport de-

partment. “Around 500 autos
were impounded in these
drives and over 1,000 challaned. But this happens randomly and is hardly a deterrent for drivers,” admitted a

U-TURN? Powers to impound autos were taken away from traffic cops

government official.
The traffic police—unwilling to concede that it has been
restrained by the AAP government—claims it never stopped
challaning autos. However, policemen on the road admit that
the number of prosecutions
has gone down considerably
since the order was issued.
Traffic cops say autorickshaw drivers become belligerent the moment they start challaning they are afraid of these
incidents assuming a political
colour. The prosecution figures compared to last year
make this quite evident. Between January and June 2014,
the traffic police had challaned
1,28,494 auto drivers while this
year the figure is 89,161.
The maximum the traffic

officers do is to issue challans
of Rs 100 for violations like improper parking or jumping a
signal but rarely is a challan issued for violating permit conditions. Though a provision of
the MV Act allows the traffic
police to issue a court challan
for permit violations, this rarely acts as a deterrent.
As a result, the autos—with
a few exceptions—have been
overcharging routinely. The
GPS-linked meter has become
irrelevant as they determine
the price and choose their destination. No threat of complaining to the authorities work
as they feel empowered because they see no threat from a
friendly government. Persistent commuters have been at
the receiving end of abuse.

